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New York University 
A Private University in the Public Service 

 
Course Name Advanced Chinese I 

Course No. EAST-UA 9205 

Instructor Contact 

Information 

TBA 

Class Day and Time Monday, Wednesday, Friday 

9am-12pm   

Classroom TBA 

Language Clinic Time: 1pm-5pm 

Location: TBA 

 

You are required to use the language clinic at least twice a week to meet your 

instructor. Your attendance will be taken. 

Course Description This course is designed for students who have completed two years of college-level 

training in Chinese to continue to develop their skills of aurally understanding, 

speaking, reading and writing. The instruction will direct students toward continuing 

to improve their linguistic skills with a manageable degree of challenge. At the 

functional level, this course aims at helping students solidify their ability to 

comprehend and produce paragraph-level Chinese. It seeks to enable students to 

understand face-to-face conversations on most familiar topics, give factual accounts, 

read materials written in formal expression, and write simple essays, reports and other 

types of correspondence. 

Course Objectives By completing this course, students will be able to:  

 Discuss the related topics and make oral presentations;  

 Read the Chinese text at advanced level;  

 Compose essays on the assigned topics;  

Grading Components Class Participation: 15%  

Homework: 25%  

Unit tests: 25% 

Oral Presentation: 15% 

Final Exam: 20% 

Instructor Brief 

Biography 
TBA 
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Grading Expectations 

A: Excellent performance showing a thorough knowledge and understanding of the 

topics of the course; all work includes clear, logical explanations, insight, and 

original thought and reasoning.   

B: Good performance with general knowledge and understanding of the topics; all 

work includes general analysis and coherent explanations showing some independent 

reasoning, reading and research.  

C: Satisfactory performance with some broad explanation and reasoning; the work 

will typically demonstrate an understanding of the course on a basic level.  

D: Passable performance showing a general and superficial understanding of the 

course’s topics; work lacks satisfactory insight, analysis or reasoned explanations. 

F: Unsatisfactory performance in all assessed criteria. 

94 -100  A 

90–94  A- 

87–90  B+ 

84 - 87 B 

80 - 84 B- 

77 - 80 C+ 

74 - 77 C 

70-74 C- 

67- 70 D+ 

65-67 D 

Below 65 F 

Attendance Policy Absence Penalty 

 

7% or more absence results in half level drop of your final overall grade (e.g. 

from A to A-). 15% or more absence results in one full level drop of your final 

overall grade (e.g. from A to B). 20% or more absence causes an automatic “F” 

in Chinese language courses. Arriving more than 15 minutes late or leaving more 

than 15 minutes early will be considered as an absence for that class session. If 

you miss a Chinese unit test, it can only be made up within seven days of the 

absence in question and with 90 as a starting score.  

 

No make-up or alternative Chinese final exam periods will be provided. Missing 

final exam will also cause an automatic “F” in Chinese language courses. 

 

Please note that for classes involving a field trip or other external visit, 

transportation difficulties are never grounds for an excused absence. It is the 

student’s responsibility to arrive at an agreed meeting point in a punctual and 

timely fashion. The attendance policy also applies to course-related field trips, 

external visits and required language clinic visits. 

 

There will be no adjustment of attendance records after the end of the semester. If 
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you wish to contest a marked absence, you must do so before you leave Shanghai. 

If you think that there may be a discrepancy about your attendance in class on a 

given day, ask the NYU Shanghai Chinese Language Office or the Academic 

Associate to let you look at the attendance record. 

Submission of Late 

Work 
Late homework is only accepted one day after the due date of the assignment in 

question, except in the case of an excused absence. Work that is handed in one 

day late will result in a deduction of ten points from your homework grade.  

 

Late homework can be submitted to any staff in the Chinese Language Program 

office 270 during regular office hours (9:00 AM-5:00 PM, Monday-Friday). If 

your instructor isn’t in the office, the staff will mark down the time and give the 

homework to your instructor. Any homework late by more than one day will not 

be accepted.  

Plagiarism Policy The presentation of another person’s words, ideas, judgment, images or data as 

though they were your own, whether intentionally or unintentionally, constitutes an 

act of plagiarism.  

 

Students must retain an electronic copy of their work until final grades are posted on 

Albert. They must be prepared to supply an electronic copy if requested to do so by 

NYU Shanghai. Not submitting a copy of their work upon request will result in 

automatic failure in the assignment and possible failure in the class.  

 

Penalties for confirmed cases of plagiarism are set out in the Student Handbook. 

Required Text(s) The Routledge Advanced Chinese Multimedia Course: Crossing Cultural Boundaries 

written by Kunshan Lee et al. Routledge, 2009 

Video clips: http://www.duke.edu/web/chinesesoc/ 

 

 

 Class Arrangements Homework 

June.9, Monday Course Introduction 

Vocabs P28-29, 1-48 of P31-32 

Pre-reading of L2 

Para 1-2 of L2 

1. P47 十, answer each question with 

at least 100 characters. 

2. Finish the exercises on P34-42 

3. Preview Para 3 of L2 

June.11, Wednesday Vocabs 49-74 of P32-33 

Para 3 of L2 

Discussion: P47,十 

Grammar practice 

1. Finish the grammar exercise sheet 

2. P43 二，四，P44 六 

3. Prepare for the unit test 1  

 

June.13, Friday Review 

Unit test 1 (L2) 

1. Preview pre-reading and the text of 

L3 

2. Composition: P46 （八-1） 

June.16, Monday Vocabs of P51-52 

Pre-reading of L3 

Vocabs 1-38 of P54-55 

Para 1 of L3 

1. P68 十, answer each question with 

at least 100 characters 

2. Finish the exercises on P60-63 

3. Preview the Para 2-4 of L3 

June.18, Wednesday Vocabs 39-92 of P55-58 

Para 2-4 of L3 

Grammar exercise 

1. Finish the grammar exercise sheet 

2. P64-65 二，四，P66 六 

3. Prepare for the unit test 2 

June.20, Friday Review 

Unit test 2 (L3) 

1. Watch the movie Hero and write a 

composition about it, no less than 
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500 characters. 

2. Preview pre-reading and the text of 

L4 

June.23, Monday Vocabs of 1-26 of P76-77 

Pre-reading of L4 

Vocabs 1-29 of P79-80 

Para 1-2 of L4 

1. P92 十, answer each question with 

at least 100 characters. 

2. Finish the exercises on P83-87 

3. Preview the Para 3-6 of L4 

4. Search for the materials about a city 

and introduce this city in 

Wednesday’s class 

June.25, Wednesday Vocabs 30-74 of P80-82 

Para3-6 of L4 

City introductions (Oral presentation) 

Grammar exercise 

1. Finish the grammar exercise sheet. 

2. P88-90，二，四，六 

3. Prepare for the unit test 3 

June.27, Friday Review  

Unit test 3 (L4) 
1. Composition: P91 八 

2. Preview the pre-reading and the text 

of L5 

June.30, Monday Vocabs 1-17 of P97-98 

Pre-reading of L5 

Vocabs 1-44 of P100-101 

Para 1-3 of L5 

1. P113,十, answer each question with 

at least 100 characters. 

2. Finish the exercises of 104-107. 

3. Preview the Para4-5 of L5 

July.2, Wednesday Vocabs 44-66 of P101-102 

Para 4-5 of L5 

Discussion: Chinese Farmers in City 

Grammar exercises 

1. Finish the grammar exercise sheet. 

2. P108-110，二，四，六 

3. Prepare for the unit test 4 

July,4, Friday Review 

Unit test 4 (L5) 
1. Composition: P112 八 

2. Preview the pre-reading and the text 

of L6 

July.7, Monday Vocabs of 1-34 of P118-119 

Pre-reading of L6 

Vocabs 1-42 of P121-123 

Para 1-2 of L6 

1. P142,十, answer each question with 

at least 100 characters. 

2. Finish the exercises of 127-137 

3. Preview the Para 3-5 of L6 

July.9, Wednesday Vocabs of 43-86 of P123-124 

Para 3-5 of L6 

Video: Chinese Style Love 

Grammar exercises 

1. Finish the grammar exercise sheet. 

2. P138-140，二，四，六 

3. Prepare for the unit test 5 

July.11, Friday Review 

Unit test 5 (L6) 
1. Composition: P141 八 

2. Finish the review sheet 

July.14, Monday Review of L2-L6 Prepare for the oral test  

July.16, Wednesday Oral Presentations Prepare for the final exam 

July.18, Friday Final Exam   

 
*Note: All schedules is subject to change in the time of need. 

 


